
Fast Capital 360 Lowers Revenue Threshold to
Help More Businesses
Expanded options available to more small businesses, spurring business growth.

SOUTHAMPTON, PA, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, February 16, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Fast Capital 360, a leader in the alternative lending space, has announced the reduction of the
company’s minimum annual revenue requirements from $150,000 to $120,000. This alteration comes
after evaluating multiple rounds of feedback received from customers and applicants.

Recently ranked at number 146 on the Inc. 500 list, the company decided to become more inclusive
of American small businesses. This reinforces that growth is of utmost importance to Fast Capital
360, a belief found in their purpose statement.

Fast Capital 360 CEO, Barb Weidner, said of the announcement, “This shift allows us to support more
small businesses trying to grow.”

Year over year, Fast Capital 360 has shown exponential growth in providing small business funding.
The company announced earlier this year that they had provided more than $400 million in capital to
businesses across the U.S. since their inception and are on track to set a new record for funding
provided this fiscal year.

Chief Operating Officer, Roie Raitses, added, “This change accelerates growth for so many
businesses across the country. The opportunities are limitless.”

Fast Capital 360 shared that they are continually seeking ways to enhance the quality and
accessibility of the funding options available to small businesses. The company features funding
alternatives to online business loans as well as bad credit business loans.

To learn more about Fast Capital 360, their fast business cash advances or the ways the company
enriches their local community, interested parties are encouraged to visit the website at
https://www.fastcapital360.com.

About Fast Capital 360

Since 2009, Fast Capital 360 has helped over 14,000 businesses nationwide fuel their business
growth with one-hour approvals and same day funding. Hassle free, transparent business loans have
never been easier.
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